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All Ords Accum. Index   1 Month Perf % 1 Year Perf % 

Communication Services 2.87% 31.62% 

Consumer Discretionary 3.24% 59.11% 

Consumer Staples -2.39% 5.21% 

Energy -4.35% 13.53% 

Financials 3.21% 47.32% 

Health Care 3.18% 0.47% 

Industrials 5.06% 16.02% 

Information technology 9.84% 65.44% 

Materials 7.72% 52.04% 

Real Estate 2.86% 31.02% 

Utilities -0.53% -9.72% 

Market performance as at 30/04/21 1 month %    1 year % 

ASX100 Accumulation Index 3.51% 30.58% 

All Ordinaries Accumulation Index 3.92% 33.89% 

S&P500 5.24% 43.56% 

NASDAQ Composite Index 5.40% 57.07% 

Key Indicators 31/3/21 30/4/21 

AUD/USD 0.7591 0.7724 

Brent Crude Oil (US$) 63.54 66.76 

Gold (US$) 1,707.50 1,769.13 

Iron Ore (US$) 162.00 183.70 

• Global markets continued to push higher in April as the vaccine rollout program progressed faster than expected in some large 

economies, earnings seasons commenced in the US and better than expected employment data post JobKeeper in Australia. The US 

markets rallied over 5% in April, led by mega-cap technology stocks and strong result from the banks, despite news of the Biden 

administration’s capital gains tax hike.  

• The Australian ETF industry now manages almost $103b in assets, having added another $8b since December 2020. The demand for ETFs 

surged during the pandemic, which has been propped up by young and new investors seeking diversified, passive market exposures at a 

relatively low cost. 

• Macquarie forecast a worldwide lithium shortage by 2025 as rising demand for electric vehicles underwrites battery demand. Chinese 

domestic lithium carbonate prices were up 70% this year.  

• Crude oil prices continued to extend gains as US inventories were at the lowest level since February following the biggest decline in two 

months.  

• China’s GDP growth hit a record 18.3% YoY in the first quarter, slightly lower than consensus of 18.5%. In QoQ term, growth dropped 

back sharply. Growth in industry and construction softened last quarter and the recovery in service sector growth reversed.  

• Iron ore prices reached all-time-high of $194/t on April 27 thanks to stronger than expected global steel demand recovery post COVID 

and a slightly miss in top miners’ shipment against their guidance.  

General Economic and Market Update 

Australian Economy 

• The RBA has kept cash rates at 0.1% and maintained 0.1% as its targeted rate on 3y Australian government bonds. The RBA also did not 

expect the materially higher wages growth and lower unemployment rate required to lift rates to materialise until 2024 the earliest.  

• New car sales rose 22% in March despite the delays in supply of some offshore models because of a shortage of semi-conductor chips.  

• The unemployment rate fell to 5.6% in March as the economy added a further 70.7k jobs, the 6th consecutive month lift in job creation. 

Full-time employment fell by 20.8k, offset by an increase of 91.5k in part-time employment. The labour market has recoupled all of the 

COVID job losses, with total employment climbing to 13m in March.    

• Preliminary numbers showed an 1.4% MoM and 2.3% YoY increase in retail sales in March, seasonally adjusted, driven by the highest in 

consumer confidence in 11 years. The March move followed a MoM fall of 0.8% in February. The ABS also advised the March quarter 

result will be flat against the December quarter.  

• Consumer Price Index for March rose 0.6% vs consensus of a 0.9% rise. The annual increase of 1.1% also fell short of expectations of 1.4%. 

Higher fuel prices, compare with the low prices seen in 2020, accounted for much of the rise in the March quarter CPI.  

• Australian wine exports to China crashed to just $12m in the four months ended March 31 from $325m a year earlier. New figures 

detailed the full extent of the hefty tariffs of up to 212% from the Chinese government.  

• Despite the ordering of 20m more Pfizer vaccine doses, the Morrison government may take until next year to vaccinate all Australians, 

well after the original target of October.  
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• Information Technology was the best performer of the month as the bond yield rally took a breather and investors believed rising 

inflation rate was transitory. Afterpay (APT) rebounded 16% from March lows while Megaport’s (MP1) upbeat 4C sent share price 30% 

higher. Meanwhile, Link (LNK) and Computershare (CPU) traded 3% and 6% lower respectively.    

• The Trans-Tasman bubble was not enough to support travel stocks as rising daily cases in India, the snap lockdown in WA and the vaccine 

rollout delay took its toll on the sector. Webjet (WEB) slid over 10% while Flight Centre (FLT) declined 6.9%. Sydney Airport’s (SYD) 

March update showed the initial impact of COVID restrictions on traffic numbers. On a positive note, Australia is considering allowing 

vaccinated residents to travel abroad first under a staggered system of reopening its borders. Additionally, Qantas (QAN) expected 

domestic capacity to reach 90% of pre-pandemic levels in 3Q2021.  

• The Material sector advanced 7.72% in April, led by gold stocks. Gold price has seemed to find a base in March and rebounded over 5% to 

finish April close to the $1.8k mark. Iron ore miners (BHP, RIO) and steel producers (BSL) also performed well. Meanwhile, Alumina 

(AWC) failed to translate the rally in aluminium prices to share price. Nickel stocks (NIC, MCR) were on the same boat with AWC. On the 

M&A front, Orocobre (ORE) agreed to acquire Galaxy (GXY), a deal which was well received by the market and IGO agreed to sell its 

Tropicana Gold Mine Asset to Regis Resources (RRL) at a 26% premium. Furthermore, ESR agreed to buy Blackstone’s $3b logistic assets.  

 

Sector Review 

Stock Review 

• Shares in embattled A2 Milk (A2M) had a roller-coaster ride in March after being a subject of debate amongst research houses. While 

UBS and Bell Potter were positive on the early signs of life of its devastated Daigou channel, Morgans and Citi did not share the same 

view. Speculation of corporate activity temporarily stopped share price from free falling. A2 finished the month slightly above $7. 

• Transurban (TCL) average daily traffic increased by 1.1% QoQ in the March quarter and was 3.8% lower vs the March 2019 quarter when 

the first traffic impacts of COVID19 lockdown started.  

• Dusk (DSK) LFL sales climbed 44% to $27.1m for March quarter and now guiding underlying EBIT between $38m to $40m in FY21. Dusk is 

20% owned by Catalyst Investment, who also owns 12% of Adairs (ADH). We subsequently saw shares in ADH rallied over 20% in less 

than a week as investors anticipated a similar result from the Linen Lovers.  

• HomeCo REIT (HDN) launched a $265m capital raising to acquire a portfolio of 7 retail assets from its parent HMC, at a 6% discount to 

their upcoming June 2021 valuations. The deal requires shareholder approval and the vote is due in July.  

• HUB24 (HUB) reported a net inflow of $1.9b for the quarter, bringing total FUA to $51.4b, including contribution from Xplore Wealth. 

• Accent Group (AX1) will acquire Glue Store and the wholesale and distribution brands business of Next Athleisure (NAL) for $13m.  

• Kogan (KGN) blamed softer customer demand, excess inventory, and high storage costs for a 24% fall in adjusted EBITDA over the March 

quarter. Active numbers increased 77% to 3.2m thanks in part to the contribution from Mighty Ape.    

 

About Armytage 

Armytage Private is a boutique investment specialist majority owned 

by members of its investment team and key executives. Founded in 

1995, Armytage is a pioneer in Australia’s             investment industry, 

offering a suite of actively managed IMAs and managed funds. 

Armytage is a Value manager with a fundamental investment 

approach designed to identify quality businesses trading at a 

considerable discount to valuation.  The process is guided by three 

fundamental beliefs: 

 Markets are not perfectly efficient and the true value of a business is 
not always reflected in its share price; 

 Undervalued companies can be identified through detailed and in-
tensive research; and 

 Capital preservation is critical to wealth creation. 

Products & Services 

Investment strategies offered by Armytage include: 

 Armytage Australian Equity Income Fund 

 Armytage Strategic Opportunities Fund 

 Armytage Micro Cap Activist Fund 

 Armytage Individually Managed Account 

 

For Further Information 

Financial advisers and investment professionals seeking addition-
al information can contact us at: 
 
 03 9674 0600 
 
 backoffice@armytage.com.au 
 
 www.armytage.com.au   
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